
Pure Terpenes Line



Peak Perfect™ , Botanical-Derived Our Chosen Phenotypes 

Enjoy our rich selection of botanical-derived terpene blends, developed 
by researching the best genetics in the world to perfectly match each 

strain terpene profile.

Using non-cannabis botanical sources as 
our raw ingredients, allows us to craft a 
precise and consistent aroma. By utilizing 
advanced analytical equipment, Eybna’s 
Peak Perfect™  method is used to refine 
all formulations to perfectly match the 
chromatogram peaks of the strain analysis, 
ensuring accuracy and authenticity. 

It’s all about the details. Working together 
with the most inspiring breeders worldwide, 
we identify the original phenotypes of 
iconic cannabis genetics. By analyzing the 
cannabis strains with our global network of 
Eybna’s trusted analytical lab partners, we 
carefully capture these profiles and maintain 
their legacy. 
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For unbiased results. 
All formulations comply with 
CAT 3 California testing regulations  

Using only highly purified raw 
ingredients, with 97% average 
purity to ensure consistency. 

Wide phytochemical analysis 
of each phenotype, to capture 
the complete aromatic 
characteristics of the strain.

Each formulation is featuring 
40-60 botanical terpenes, Peak 
Perfect™  , to match the original 
cannabis terpene profile.

Refining each terpene profile 
formulation to highlight the 
authentic notes that give rise 
to the legendary strain.

Terpenes from all natural botanical 
sources made in small batches to 
ensure freshness of raw materials, 
because your nose knows.

Strain-Specific Taken Further.
Top Purity. Higher Resolution.

Skunk Family

Diol Family

Elite Family

The Skunk family was formed when 
“Sam the Skunk Man” brought these 
phenotypes to the Netherlands. Known 
for their highly pungent and daring aroma.  

Cannabidiol-rich family consists of 
phenotypes with earthy aroma and 
pleasant sweet taste.  

The Elite collection includes the most 
sought after strains from all over the world 
with a wide variety of tastes and aromas. 

Skunk #1

Charlotte's  Web

Jack Herer
Tangie
Wedding Cake

GMO

Mango Kush 
Trainwreck

Strawberry Diesel Strawana

Pineapple  Express
Girl Scout Cookies

Azul Family

Haze Family

Kash Family

Unique strain collection, originally 
bred by DJ short and characterized 
by unique, deep-flavored strains. 

The loveable Haze Family originated in 
California and was bred by the “Haze 
Brothers”. Distinguished by their fresh 
green aroma.   

With their origin in the Hindu Kush 
mountains, the Kash family features the 
most popular Kush strains in the world 
with the prominent Kush qualities. 

Blueberry

OG Kush
Tahoe OG

Super Lemon  Haze Dutch Treat Haze
Amnesia Haze

Blue Cheese

Bubba Kush Master Kush

Super Silver  Haze

View the full Pure Terpenes Line in our website
For our secret menu, contact us 



For more information 
www.eybna.com

Israel Office
23 Pa'amei Aviv St.
Moshav Givat Hen
43905, Israel
+972 3 3741976
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7647 Hayvenhurst Ave #30.
Van Nuys, CA
91406, USA
+1 888 724 4813
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